
When teachers assign projects on which students must work together, the 
students learn much more effectively than when they are asked to work alone on 
projects

Nowadays, because of the crucial role of education in childrens̕ ‘s life, the educational systems are 
looking for the more effective methods allowing the students to learn more efficiently. One of the 
important issues revolving around in this regard/educational methods is whether teamwork is more 
efficacious compared to working alone. I myself incline toward the former and see some advantages in 
group working at schools. 

First of all, every single person possesses a perspective which may be completely different from those of 
others. When a student endeavors to perform a project on her own, she would work out the problem 
from her own perspective. Nevertheless, one affair can be solved in a variety of ways and there is not 
always one particular solution for an issue. As a result, being as a membership in a group lets the 
student to see the other possible explanations, which leads to analyze analyzing every angles of a matter 
and ultimately escalate escalating her understanding. On the other hand, now that the potential abilities 
of every student is distinct of others, their performance is boosted when they work as a team. Some 
students are superior in analyzing the problem, however; the other ones can effectively put the results 
together and arrive at a conclusion. Hence, Not only can they efficiently present their own abilities, but 
also they can learn from those of their friends.

Secondly, there are some advantages in favor of working as a team, which can indirectly increase the 
students̕ learning. It is a given that you are under more stress when you work on a project 
lonely/alone/single-handedly and your stress will be more if you come across some difficulties or 
obstacles. As numerous psychological studies statessuggest, high levels of stress -cortisol hormone- 
negatively influence the learning process. You should finish your project as efficaciously as you can, but 
you are challenging deal with some problems, which are beyond your ability. You get worry worried 
about your performance and your note. On the other sidehand, the high levels of stress do not let you to 
concentrate on your work effectively. Due to the low concentration, your performance will diminish 
more and you will be stick stuck in a vicious cycle. 

In conclusion, most of the educational studies assert that the teamwork is much more effective than 
working alone. Besides the aforementioned educational benefits, I see some social advantages, so that 
the students indirectly learn how to communicate with each other, how to discuss and finally how to 
accept other opinions. 


